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ABSTRACT

The simultaneous detection of electromagnetic and gravitational wave emission from merging neu-
tron star binaries would aid greatly in their discovery and interpretation. By studying turbulent
amplification of magnetic fields in local high-resolution simulations of neutron star merger conditions,
we demonstrate that magnetar-level (& 1016G) fields are present throughout the merger duration.
We find that the small-scale turbulent dynamo converts 60% of the randomized kinetic energy into
magnetic fields on a merger time scale. Since turbulent magnetic energy dissipates through reconnec-
tion events which accelerate relativistic electrons, turbulence may facilitate the conversion of orbital
kinetic energy into radiation. If 10�4 of the ⇠ 1053 erg of orbital kinetic available gets processed
through reconnection, and creates radiation in the 15-150 keV band, then the fluence at 200 Mpc
would be 10�7erg/cm2, potentially rendering most merging neutron stars in the advanced LIGO and
Virgo detection volumes detectable by Swift BAT.
Subject headings: magnetohydrodynamics — turbulence — stars: neutron — magnetic fields —

hydrodynamics — gamma-rays: bursts — X-rays: general — gravitational waves

1. INTRODUCTION

The in-spiral and coalescence of binary neutron star
systems is a topic of increasingly intensive research in
observational and theoretical astrophysics. It is antic-
ipated that the first direct detections of gravitational
wave (GW) will be from compact binary mergers. Binary
neutron star (BNS) mergers are also thought to produce
short-hard gamma-ray bursts (SGRB’s) (Eichler et al.
1989; Narayan et al. 1992; Belczynski et al. 2006; Met-
zger et al. 2008). Simultaneous detections of a prompt
gravitational wave signal with a spatially coincident elec-
tromagnetic (EM) counterpart dramatically increases the
potential science return of the discovery. For this rea-
son, there has been considerable interest as to which, if
any, detectable EM signature may result from the merger
(Metzger & Berger 2012; Piran et al. 2013). Other than
SGRBs and their afterglows, including those viewed o↵-
axis (Rhoads 1997; van Eerten & MacFadyen 2011), sug-
gestions include optical afterglows associated with the
radio-active decay of tidally expelled r-process mate-
rial(Li & Paczyński 1998; Metzger et al. 2010) (though
detailed calculations indicate they are faint (Barnes &
Kasen 2013)), radio afterglows following the interaction
of a mildly relativistic shell with the interstellar medium
(Nakar & Piran 2011), and high-energy pre-merger emis-
sion from resistive magnetosphere interactions (Hansen
& Lyutikov 2001; Piro 2012).
Merging neutron stars possess abundant orbital ki-

netic energy (⇠ 1053ergs). A fraction of this en-
ergy is certain to be channelled through a turbulent
cascade triggered by hydrodynamical instabilities dur-
ing merger. Turbulence is known to amplify magnetic
fields by stretching and folding embedded field lines in
a process known as the small-scale turbulent dynamo
(Văınshtĕın & Zel’dovich 1972; Chertkov et al. 1999; To-
bias et al. 2011; Beresnyak 2012). Amplification stops
when the magnetic energy grows to equipartition with
the energy containing turbulent eddies (Schekochihin

et al. 2002, 2004; Federrath et al. 2011). An order of mag-
nitude estimate of the magnetic energy available at sat-
uration of the dynamo can be informed by global merger
simulations. These studies indicate the presence of tur-
bulence following the nonlinear saturation of the Kelvin-
Helmholtz (KH) instability activated by shearing at the
NS surface layers (Price & Rosswog 2006; Liu et al. 2008;
Anderson et al. 2008; Rezzolla et al. 2011; Giacomazzo
et al. 2011). The largest eddies produced are on the ⇠ 1
km scale and rotate at ⇠ 0.1c, setting the cascade time
teddy and kinetic energy injection rate "K ⌘ EK/teddy
at 0.1ms and 5 ⇥ 1050erg/s respectively. When kinetic
equipartition is reached, each turbulent eddy contains
5 ⇥ 1046erg of magnetic energy, and a mean magnetic
field strength
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Whether such conditions are realized in merging neu-
tron star systems depends upon the dynamo saturation
time tsat and equipartition level Esat/EK . In particu-
lar, if tsat . tmerge then turbulent volumes of neutron
star material will contain magnetar-level fields through-
out the early merger phase. Once saturation is reached, a
substantial fraction of the injected kinetic energy, 0.7"K ,
is resistively dissipated (Haugen et al. 2004) at small
scales. Magnetic energy dissipated by reconnection in op-
tically thin surface layers will accelerate relativistic elec-
trons (Blandford & Eichler 1987; Lyutikov & Uzdensky
2003), potentially yielding an observable electromagnetic
counterpart, independently of whether the merger even-
tually forms a relativistic outflow capable of powering a
short gamma-ray burst.
In this Letter we demonstrate that the small-scale tur-

bulent dynamo saturates quickly, on a time tsat . tmerge,
and that & 1016G magnetic fields are present through-
out the early merger phase. This implies that the mag-
netic energy budget of merging binary neutron stars is
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